SW 1/4, S 24, T 10 N 10

Point 2" from Point 1, 2' below the
Orbital, See Map Back For Subdivision of Section.

Point 2" from Point 1, 2' below the
Ground C, N 0° 00' W 231.80'
ln 10 80 4 Road F 2' west of

Former Line

New B.T.S.

Sec 31 NW 1/4

SE 1/4 Bolling Ave, N 63°30' W 718'

Point Post 3rd Post from Bolling SW 1/4, PK Tack 11

N 63°30' W 718'

West Edge of Black Top, East 6".

S. A. Skinner 10-12-65

G. Arthur See Map back

10/27/70 Field, C. S.

BOOK 5